Plus some pictures including a few of my drawings and photo montages I
created using magazines during the mid-90s

Theme tune: Promenade Sentimentale by Vladimir Cosma (from the film DIVA, 1982)
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Undated
Hold out your hand for a pinch of sand
Jail the emotions you don’t understand.
Be yourself and live your own life
But mercy mankind for its suffering and strife

there are some who wish everyone to suffer as they themselves have...
and there are some who wish everyone to be free of such that they have
themselves suffered.
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The Shoe
1989
there is madness in the silence
there is madness in the noise
there is no peace to be found...
and the shoe awoke from an afternoon nap
sniffed and grinned
yawned and focused on the room
not yet aware of itself
but soon it felt the chill
and soon it felt the emptiness
and it lonely was
and soon a foot filled the shoe
stifled and sweaty felt the shoe
and the shoe wished the journey to end
and the laces were loosened
and the foot departed
“free,” panted the shoe in glee
but soon it felt the chill
and soon it felt the emptiness
and it lonely was
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Autumn’s End
November 1989
The movement of the stream
The flowing water of the dream
The dream of life
The butterfly
The song-birds on their branches sing
Above the dream of life and everything

The strong and soft they laugh to tears upon the breeze
And the buzzing of some nearby bees
Buzz the dream of life
So vast the sky!
So wonderful the radiance of the summer sun
But I must be mature and patient now that winter’s come

The earth is cold beneath my feet
But will I grow then I must know both chill and heat
O the dream of life!
The butterfly!
Of days so bleak I do despair
But that’s the very reason why I care

Wintry shadow whom I fear
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Are you so harmful as you appear?
O the flame of life
Soars free and high
When warmth within is treasured gold
When only love and joy I learn to hold!

.
Aware of losing awareness
28 January 1990
The sound of drum beats in my heart
Silent and subtle the devil pounds
Innocent and sinister I dance
Torment, to see the spirit but serve the flesh
To view the way yet follow losing
To myself I am both sad and amusing
Free of shame for a change
For my will cannot bear the strain
The fight brings frustration
And repression cannot rule forever
All or nothing, spirit or flesh
I am a shuttlecock between the two
Never resting for long on any side
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The court is yin and yang
The net is mind; there to peace, here to pang
Terrifying this reality, I sip not gulp
Upon the verge of unknown lands
And halfway is eternal quicksand
Here I sit, belly in pain
A deviant reflecting on his bane
We are drops of the same ocean
Each coated with the dirt of our travels
Here new dirt and there a wash
This is growth and evolution
To find we must lose
To heal we must bear bruise
To laugh we must shed tears
To settle we must rustle
To live we must die
Wisdom is a precious pearl
Today my heart is heavy and dry
Little waves of wisdom in my eye
Reflect the stars up in the sky

.
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Cocoon
28 January 1990
We are in the caterpillar* stage of evolution, but approaching the chrysalis phase.
We crawl along the earth, we have no notions of flying, of being beautiful, divine.
We can but crawl along the ground (sex). We are human beings, animals who are
responding to divine energies. It is frightening. We are so used to the earth, to
instinctive living. We suffer from torment in the middle between two words, bestial
and angelic. We are weighted down by our bodies, addicted to the earth but
evolution is imminent and we must fight and sacrifice all that is natural for us. This
is the darkness of the cocoon. This is pain. We are not in the world – neither on
earth nor in angelic worlds. We are isolated cocoons hanging on branches. Alone
we suffer. Torn between two worlds. Pain, darkness. Eventually the moment will
arrive when we can liberate ourselves from the world of earth, our mother who is
possessive. And our delicate, colourful wings will be sails to carry us through the
sky of heaven. Bright. Beautiful divine. Free.

*The caterpillar sticks to the ground (sticky belly!) – attached to it – in contrast to
the butterfly who is so light and delicate (and its wings are thin whereas the
caterpillar is chubby) and flies easily on the breeze.

.
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Be Calm
4 December 1990
detach yourself from what you do
learn at a slow and steady pace
life is not a race
do not fear the morrow
do not plan
do not fear for your security
be calm
pacify your emotions
and your mind will be less anxious
and if your mind is less anxious, you will have more control over your instrument
and if you have more control over your instrument, you can move more freely in
the world and in the universe
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and if you can move freely through the universe, then you can do more spiritual
work
and if you do this spiritual work then you are truly a friend of the universe
and if you are truly a friend of the universe, you will be helped by great beings of
light
and if you are helped by the great beings of light, you can learn from the great
beings of light
and if you learn from the great beings of light, you will join the brotherhood of
great beings of light
and if you are one of the great beings of light, you are at one with the universe

14

The Importance of Water
27 January 1990 (adapted from an old idea)
The importance of water
The importance of travel
Oceans seldom travel:
However far we travel
However old we become
Whatever we experience
Whatever we learn
We are our Self
Water is water
We are us and us is one
Though an ocean is an ocean and seldom travels
We travel via the ocean and thus perceive that we travel
And we believe that we travel somewhere
But we are our Self
An ocean is an ocean
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Ambrosia
27 January 1990
Humans think they are gods.
Is the pig aware of being eaten?
No, you say, for the pig’s dead.
I tell you, we are ambrosia,
Food of the gods.
We are not aware of being eaten?
This is because we are dead!

.
Summer Saturday
28 January 1990 (adapted from an old idea)
Summer Saturday nine forty-five
Walking in the morning Sun
No sleep for twenty-four hours
See what people are up and alive
Out and about at this time of day
Walking in the morning Sun

A madman shouting in the street
Punches the air with book in hand
16

Danger like the danger of my own mind
An egg that’s free to crack at any time

A child sitting in a pushchair
She is the moment outstaring me
A world so sure of itself, seems so real
But my memories...nervously I laugh
She looks away

A little furry dog, young and free of spirit
Is panting and tugging on its leash
It desires to play and explore
But the old lady has hi secure
She is the weight of my flesh

Summer Saturday nine forty-five
Walking in the morning Sun
No sleep for twenty-four hours
See what people are up and alive
Out and about at this time of day
Walking in the morning Sun

.
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Boogie (Vincent) and Eagle Owl (Antraeus) Cooperative Poetry
15 May 1992
1. Depression
The matter is I don’t care
Curled-up
Liquorice -shadowed contours
So don’t ask what’s the matter
My ego suffocates, my inner self soars

Matters mumble, cares jumble, soul jives
How can I trust myself?
The reaper romps and runs off with our liquorice lives
And trust can’t be found

Hold me without asking to touch
Trussed and gagged yet magic knows no bounds
Bring me down to earth, I’m soaring
Both pain and peace live buried profound
Adrift in the freezing stratosphere
A punk’s pleasure is precious until found
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2. Midnight Sounds
Blessed be the Midnight Soul:
Leaves laugh yonder
Lemon lanterns ponder
Fragments of the day finding ground

Car doors clap, engines grumble out of bed
I might gasp at what’s not there
Daylight’s blanket removed to leave it all bare
Distant drones dance in and out of my head

3. Sunrise
Warbles awaken my weakened heart
Emotions’ devotion drowns us apart
The flooding day slips in quietly
Surrender to the Sun king and run his errands
Bleary-eyed blue bounces about the red –
Blankets breathe warm and safe upon the bed
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4. Dreams
Dreams immerse our souls’ tempers
Mixtures of liquids to erode points of view
Ruby petals and pleasure’s poise
Metabolisms’ smooth madness
I think you were there behind me

Dangers and delights
Dreamers and knights
I think I was there behind you
I rushed in to help you escape
The curtains close to conceal the moonlight
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Who Is She?
1992
She is all the stunning faces
She is the funniest seductress
A crazy lady with confidence
She keeps the ghosts of life in suspense
When she speaks she speaks with eloquence

Who is she?

With nonchalance for my poetry
She withers like a flower that’s grown too early

She cares with passion
She is the strength behind the madman
When she feels, the future flies
Dolphins peer through her mermaid eyes
She is the darkness of the sky at night
She is the moon that glows so pure and bright

Who is she?

She sleeps, she sleeps, she sleeps
The audience is late
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Her performance is my desire
Yet wisdom and silence are her fate

Butterfly Blues
1992
The say I’m steeped in suspicion
That my outlook’s a prison
‘Shed that cocoon’
Says the butterfly moon

Well I rejected the world
And now I’m expected to reemerge
A caterpillar no more

And I’m so blind
If only I could fly
If only I could fly

They say my vision is narrow
My attitude juvenile
I am playing silly games
Am I eluding trial?
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Well you’re never gonna fly
Until you let your ego die
Said the red and blue butterfly

And I’m so blind
If only I could fly
I’d see my snappy design

They’ve flown the galaxy
But I can’t see what they can see
They look at me in disbelief
Why just a little step and you’ll be free

Well I rejected the world
And now I’m expected to reemerge
A caterpillar no more

And I’m so blind
If only I could fly
If only I could fly
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Magenta Mandy
1992
If I thought you were crazy
I’d give you a chance
To love yourself

Sometimes I think you’re crazy
But I love you
More than you love yourself
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The Dream of Life
1992
Well I decided to get left behind
Liberty is my alibi

If the future is all sky then it’s the one that I designed
If the future’s found it’s cause I lost it in the past

And do we ever really really move?
And is there ever really anyone but you?

Now and then I really think I’ve got it made
And other times ain’t got a navelful of faith

I’m outside in the cold cause I could see no other way
I’m drifting like a cloud, can’t even find my yesterday

And could it be that ‘Life’ is the dream
The dream in which we strive just to be?

The man who fell to earth, he sings of yearning to return
‘Where are we going? – always home” [Herman Hesse]

Eternity...
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And could it be that ‘life’ is the dream
The dream in which we struggle just to be?

.
Snake Medicine
1992
I’m a man and woman in one
I’m a mother and a daughter
I’m a father and I’m a son

I’m a circular snake
I’m all that is. I am bliss. I am bliss

I’m the final conclusion
I’m the finite seed
And I’m the Infinite One

I’m a circular snake
I’m all that is. I am bliss. I am bliss

I’m the light of the Sun
I’m the darkest hour
And I’m the eternal beyond
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I’m a circular snake
I’m all that is. I am bliss. I am bliss

I am passion. I am passion, yeah
Chasing, chasing after wholeness
Transmutation

I’m a circular snake
I’m all that is. I am bliss. I am bliss

In action I find expression
In stillness I find wisdom
Ageless I become

I’m a circular snake
I’m all that is. I am bliss. I am bliss
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There Was a River
1992
There was a river
Used to flow through the valley of my life
But now that river’s met its end

And my horse is feeling so weak from thirst
Heat and dust is blinding us

There was a river
It was winding through the valley of my life
But now that river’s all dried up

Staggering through these desert days
Singing songs to the mirages in view

Oh there was a river
It used to flow through the valley of my life

The things I loved before
Have all been washed ashore

Grass is always greener when it’s gone
Grass is always greener when it’s gone
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All in the Spirit of Play
1992
Sometimes in your smile
I can sail to Avalon
When I’m on top of the world
I feel I don’t need no one

But I guess I’d like somebody
To share this adventure game
We’ve gotta take on the world
All in the spirit of play (x3)

Well the world has got to change
We gotta fight for another day
Everybody meet the challenge
All in the spirit of play (x3)

And there will be times
In this confusion and decay
When we feel like withering
But we got to go out to play

And those are the times
I’m gonna need you by my side
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To reflect to me the dream
All in the spirit of play

Sometimes in your smile
I can sail to Avalon
When I’m on top of the world
I feel I don’t need no one

But I guess I’d like somebody
To share this adventure game
We’ve gotta take on the world
All in the spirit of play (repeat endlessly)
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Woman of My Dreams
1992
I never fall in love
It’s just the only thing I think of
I meet a woman and we get on well
Seems like she’s casting a spell (on me)

I meet the most beautiful woman
Eternity is where it all began
And the pain of destined exile

Oh you’re the woman of my dreams
One of those brilliant moonbeams
Oh you’re the woman of my dreams
But nothing is ever as it seems

I must be crazy to never learn
Nothing more than friendship to yearn
Are you just my longing for perfection?

It’s the same old thing
Over and over again
I’m falling in love
With the woman of my dreams
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I lose my sense of reality
But it’s all an ocean of dream
I’m falling in love with the woman of my dreams

Come to me
Come to me

I’d like to have you by my side
Sharing and caring and satisfied
If only you could be the one
If only you could be the one

Enchant me be the one
Lady like the golden sun
Lady like the golden sun

And a wonderful woman like you
Is all I need to live on
Is all I need to live on

.
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Three Green Lights
2 April 1993
My dear Meadow, they were in the hall,
looking into the mirrors. Three green lights.

Meadow, they were sailing, gathering
golden dust from the waves. Three green lights.

Oh serenade. Oh space of the climbing crust.
Oh power of the cascade. Three green lights.

Red cries in the twilight. And the silver crescent
Soothes with whispers of wisdom. Three green lights.

The world was blue, Meadow. Blue, Meadow. And they
Sang in joy and in splendour. Three green lights.

Mauve, the Sun. Pink and burgundy a fusion.
Silhouettes saluted. Seals before oblivion. Three green lights.

There is no fantasy. There is no fantasy, dear,
Dear, Meadow. There is no fantasy. Three green lights.
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They watch and wait, they glide; guide, gauge
Our auric patterns, our evolving unity. Three green lights.

Senora, Senora. We are woven with care, without
The entangled interferences we entertain in this life. Three green lights.

Madness and mesmerism. Uplifted and yet leaning
Upon clouds of green in the snowy sky. Three green lights.

Where can they find such preciousness, such purity and power?
Yet like two swans we must paddle discreetly lest their attention choke us.

Innocence shines yet ineffectual without grounding and reason.
Its light sets fire to acquaintances without conscious integrity and wisdom.

Three green lights, Meadow, three green lights, my friend. Why, I’ve seen your
face in mirrors of other chambers where you spoke to me in green light.

In green light.
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The Return
1993
There were so many, see many, flies, floating in the soft breeze on a warm day on
the surface of the sea. It makes you wonder. A vision touches and disturbs you.
And pink clouds emerge to caress the sky, to tease the silver waters of the Moon.
‘Lemoncholy’ eyes awatch, awash, the earth she cries. Shimmering upon her fair
tears, the maiden of the Moon. The man. Unrelenting. Relentless radiance. He
weary of action and seeking the soul. Its serenity. Its wisdom. Reflection. She
weary of stillness and tempting the Sun. The Moon flirts with the celestial twilight
until her lover appears. The dawning of the spirit. So overwhelmed, she is
replaced by daylight. Dynamic, and static. She flies float, the fishes fly. The pink
clouds laugh. They laugh and they laugh and they laugh, what else? It is too close
to see. What is there to look for? Truth smiles in mystery. A torchlit masquerade.
Flesh painted bright blue in a Mardi Gra parade. Copper trimmings. Tell the sailor
wagging his tail to veer left towards the garden of the Jade Queen. He’ll know
what I mean. There’s a casket of ethericola. The mansion bows. The madman sits
down on the shoreline, his feet in the blue bourbon boundless sea. He reaches for
the scent of the orchid terrace, but past it back when he was such a nice little boy.
Back then. His mind drifts. No one in his right mind would subtlety. Unless reason
had worked its way up into a frenzy. And he felt the sky with the tip of his nose.
And he reached a paragraph of prose.

.
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I Was a Woman
20 October 1993
there was a woman felt her sides
curled her body palest pearl
between the tusks of tamponian tides.
a river red as the richest, most regal ruby.
purified, she purrs, waiting for her man
whose brain bleeds under the strain
of his cumbersome design

I was a woman.
Honest.
In another time.
In another place.

I was a doe
I was a fairy queen
I was elegance
someone to be seen.

I was that creature
comforted by stillness
and strength that embraced
my warm soul.
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She Waits By the River
20 October 1993
she waits by the river
the moonbeams beckon to her
the water reflects her dreams
lit by the golden street lights

her man arrives.

‘well? are you with me or not?’
he asks after three thousand light years
of celestial trance.
a fair question under the circumstances.

finally she lands.
the dart scores double eleven.
she smiles sweetly
her sad mystique, her beauty

devour man’s logic.

.
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Devil’s Charm
20 October 1993
sickly sickly sweet
knock you off your feet
selfish smile – political
devilish, devious, deadly
you can get away
with
murder

you murder my peace of mind
poison me with anxiety and despair

you murder my self-expression
you stifle, you suffocate my being

you take my diplomacy for acceptance
you’re an individual, I’ll go that far
but I’m leaving soon as I can
leaving this modern concentration camp

my diplomacy stems from survival
I am the third world, you the USA
Nicaragua...El Salvador...everywhere
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Your ethical endeavours, Christian sheen
They are your shield from truth

For how can apparent truth be questioned?
Of course, you’ve only the best intentions!

You hoard others’ energy-possessions-potential
And people see but do not know
As if these are sacrifices they make to ‘the Lord.’

You thief

Leslie Caron
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The myopic microscope of human intelligence
1993
Wow, the aching heart! Wow, the release through sexuality! Wow, the ingredients
of our lives. Wow, perception and touch, and pictures of pictures to see and touch.
And touch-h.

Fate is the forest through which we wade. Those leafy garments and muscular
roots. Those colourful creatures and insect bites. Those spider webs and Punch
and Judy shows. “That’s the way to do it! That’s the way to do it!” Ha ha, ha ha!!

Blue dragonflies at my door, ask, what are you being human for?! I popped open
my little brown eyes and bingo! I was HERE. I said. HERE! Awake! In boogie
wonderland, the here and now. The time of eternity. The infinite moment. The
Allness and the wholeness of it! Contemplate this! Look around you, explore, flirt
and courage.

It’s amazing to be a human being. More than that, it’s very, very funny! It’s very,
very, very funny. Look at all the little, trivial parodies! We kill the whole ‘cause we
can’t abide the eternal turn of its tail. Look at all the jungle jungles, angles, pears
and dates.

Old James Lear
was a fabulously queer
ingenious character.
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I thought I ought to mention that anyway. My dear sir, where did you think I
came from? Milky Bars? Oranges grow on trees. When is a tiger not a tiger? When
it’s tap dancing in the rain, along Shrewsbury Lane. Myopic! Turkle grinned in his
grandmother’s mirth.

Fately, a country I knew well, was floating in porridge. I’m stepping back in time
to see if I can plant my feet in the murky puddle of human history. For instance, I
will wear a shirt and tie, for instance.

I’m like a deserted canoe, or one that is helpless in rapids. Gangs of waterfalls
whisk me away in all directions. Streams of composure heal me serenely and drop
me off at the next stop: CHAOS! Waaaah! Ouwouw! Scooby Scooby Do, here we
go! Ahh, Scooby, look out there’s a waterfall on out tail. Run for it. let’s go
Scooby. Um and me kiddo. Run! Running faster and faster, maximum revs,
Scooby and Shaggy look behind them. The monster’s smiling arrogantly, his claws
apprehending their trousers and tails. Helpless Helpless, Helpless...?

I remember you Blueberry, ah yes, I do! You surprise you! You were walking
through the autumn leaves, looking so very beautiful. I love your hat and your
fearless strut! Nerves of steel and a love for peach blancmange! Oh baby, I
remember you. I know you, Blueberry. See you leaning up against the bar. Your
red blouse with thirty-three clouds playing ‘feet off the ground,’ the game of ’19,’ I
think I did it, I think I need it. There’s no sound I can utter at the moment, but
Fernando, the Ginger Cat, has adopted an adolescent wild rabbit. And they
couldn’t think aloud, and so the violinist bowed. And liked it so much that he
43

bowed every few minutes and sometimes bow-bow-bow-bow, he shoots you just
like the sons of Al Capone.

.
Paradise
1993
“My dear, you look so sad. But there is too much sorrow in me to play the clown,
to cheer you up. One thing I will say, however, is that melancholia is one thing I
can relate to, a somebody, something I can trust. To me, it exhibits the mark of
beauty, of wisdom, of enchanting integrity. The mark of a royal friend of the
people. It is proof of consciousness, of reality. For, if one has not known suffering
in life, how can one know of the trembling that awakens one’s eyes to the divine?

I bring you paradise. Not in the way of the world. But the paradise of the beautiful
ones who, in material existence, know tragedy but who have swooned with the
majesty of that which unites all creatures. Weary of life, they who learn to fly
upon the wings of the soul.

Be sad and love yourself, for only in these hours of darkness can you recognise
the flame of eternity that shimmers within you, beyond appearances.”

.
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Sensual Solitaire
4 December 1993
I adorn your legs with silk stockings, black as night; with a seam coursing through
life with confident direction. Je t’adore. Je t’amour avec l’heureusement de le Roi
qui se trouvant la belle des celestes. I kiss your feet with the reverence and
gentleness of the dolphin for the sea, of the ocean for the coloured fishes and
enchanting creatures that pulse within its heart, that breathe within its lungs. I
sing and I smile. I laugh. Tears too. The delicacy of perfection’s fleeting sojourn to
the kingdom of earth. Reverently, reverently, I kiss your stockinged feet.

I embrace your body with a basque, shining like a black star, and cover your
breasts with kisses of sensual merriment. Tenderly, tenderly I kiss your breasts. A
black velvet neckband I encircle your neck, that untouchable palm of the elegant
hand of paradise. Your slender fingers stream forth from paradise itself: I gaze
upon them with pure joy in my heart, for they point to the soul.

Your lips I enhance with lipstick red as the blood of life that dances through the
veins of the universe: your body. I stare into your eyes with illicit love, with
eternal yearning, swimming in the pool of your mind, at one with love itself, unity
on earth. Your hair cascades through my consciousness, a waterfall licking my
tormented thoughts, my tense and barren imagination.

Upon every tree there sits an owl. In every sky flies a kestrel or a hawk. Upon
every shelf there sits a book unseen, a book that fills imperceptibly and
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uninterrupted, devoutly serving destiny. Morning breaks my heart and evening
poses questions that I cannot answer. By day I am blind, and by night I sleep
soundly, for what is there to see then?

I move towards you, stealing instinctively up the rocky hill. A wolf tiptoeing with
the pace of innocence, of virtue, towards the full-lit moon. My dreams I cannot
touch, my spirit I cannot be, exiled as I am in the valley of my fears.

With solemn desperation I squirm in infinity. I swoon in tortured bliss. I cannot
find you. I cannot see the ruby jewel that whispers to galaxies beyond my means.

What could comfort me but strength untold? What could lift my spirits? Hold up
my heart?

Solitary, I roll my eyes.
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Hidden Behind a Mirror
18 December 1993
“Not many people really know me,” she said.
“Not many people know me either,” said he.
The door held his breath. “Life,” he thought.
“I’ve got a mindful of secrets. My eyes are a peculiar but beautiful colour on the
inside.”
“My heart is the deepest red you can imagine, and my soul is a drop of dew that
weeps upon its petals.”
“I make mirrors for a living. Mirrors that dance in the kingdom of the future.”
“I don’t think I want to go out today. It’s raining.”
“What time is it? I have to serve my Mistress tea.”
“Look, the sky is peeling! Quick, catch a piece!”
“I will collect my thoughts and tiptoe to the launderette.”
“Kiss my thighs,” she commanded.
He got down on his knees and his head glided dutifully between her parting legs.
The door coughed.
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Exposed
1994
Exposed. No one knows which way the wind blows
Exposed. No one knows what seeds the farmer sows
Exposed. The rivers have all frozen
But no one knows

Exposed. Reflected in the windows
Exposed. Shutters open and close
Exposed. The curtains are all closed
But no one knows

Exposed. In this land where nothing grows
Exposed. Where the scent has fled the rose
Exposed. All my highs and lows
But no one knows

Exposed. A hundred men with bows and arrows
Exposed. My pile of wasted arrows
Exposed. And on and on the straight and narrow
But no one knows

Exposed. All my life chasing tomorrows
Exposed. Polka dots, charades and prose
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Exposed. I really can’t take it seriously
But no one knows

Exposed. Swimming in a sea of sorrows
Exposed. The days we played with yoyos
Exposed. I’m kissing this girls toes
But no one knows

Exposed. Woes and foes and TV shows
Exposed. She says, ‘nice and slow’
Exposed. Solitude and weeping willows
But no one knows

Exposed. He says he likes it when it snows
Exposed. For her it’s warm nights when the moon glows
Exposed. I’m sorry, that’s the way it goes
But no one knows

Exposed. That’s the way it goes
But no one knows
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Everyone
1994
A forerunner for ‘To Someone Special’ (2016)

Sunday after breakfast
Two soldiers return to the battlefield
The dead bound to the earth
Their faces all bear new smiles

Some survivors have fled
And both camps wonder
If the war will go on

Be the One
She me that you’re the special one
Everyone
Show me that you’re the special one
Everyone

Many of the soldiers
Long to return
Home to their families again
It’s not their quarrel
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One king is having his moustache trimmed
The other is playing croquet with his cousin

The air is clear and life is so simple
A new world waits beyond the horizon

The two kings remember playing in the forest
Together as youths

You’re the one. Show me that you’re the special one
Everyone. Show me that you’re the special one

Hold your head high
Like the sun in the sky

Everyone
Everyone

Abandoned castle in Segovia, Spain
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I Feel Fine
1994
I feel fine. I feel fine
You can tell me that I’m lazy
But – I feel fine

I feel fine. I feel fine
I may fear for my future
Yes, alright
But – I feel fine

No thanks, I don’t wanna fill out forms
All day in a little viewless cell
I feel just fine

I’m a man and I do what I can
To make money...

But I’ve got soul, yeah. I’ve got soul
And I don’t feel the need to grow old
Cause – I feel fine

I feel fine. I feel fine
I feel fine. I feel fine
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You can tell me that I’m crazy
But – I feel fine

Abandoned water tower
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Slow Train
1994
I try not to think about it
Drives me insane
Got to find a station
Catch a train

Sometimes it feels like
I’m stealing moments
Of my life
From other people

Look out the window
Pullin’ away
Feelin’ the present
Driftin’away
Oh what a feelin’
Driftin’ away, driftin’ away

No place to go
But this carriage
Crawls so slow
Along the tracks of time
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Feels like eternity
Is finally in reach
And maybe I’m insane
But that slow train
Like a lullaby
Comforts my mind, comforts my mind

Look around
At these crazy people
Excitable and loud
And the liquor burns up my space

Look out the window
Pullin’ away
Feelin’ the present
Driftin’away
Oh what a feelin’
Driftin’ away, driftin’ away

Zugliget, Budapest
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Birdfeed
27 November 1994
Capture me in your beak.
I am a falling dream
A flying thought
A passing whim...
Abandon me. Stand on me.
Send me off to sea
And laugh when I drown.
Then cry. And wonder why
It was I left you all alone
To fight and moan
And frighten men
Who sail into the bay
And give themselves to you
Without a care in the world.
As if I never loved myself
As if I died for you
But really it was suicide.
I never loved myself.
I chose you for your heartlessness
And yet...
I think it was your thoughtlessness.
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Hyacinth and Tennyson
27 November 1994
Hyacinth and Tennyson
Sister --- brother
Folding gowns
Of satin
Shimmering sails
Of awe and wonder – ripped
To shreds by fingernails in fantasies of abandonment
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We the lovers
1994
Creature of the night
Beautiful dreams awakening within me

To play. To look dreamily out
With my head to one side, relaxed

Gentle confidence. Peace prevail
This path called survival leaves no trail

Of anxiety. To gesture sweetly
To sing and smile as the moment greets me

Light as a feather. Light, light
Free in floating purity, never uptight

Nestle in my spirit, loved one
Purr with happiness, my little lioness

We the poets, the artists, the dancers (the fortune tellers *laugh*)
We the lovers of life and soul, with answers

To the questions of mortal despair
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We the ones you know who always care

.
Slender Grains
12 August 1995
Timelessly superior the sands
Dance in sovereign style
Desires burn like the desert sun
But do not disturb my soul

Timelessly drifting serenity
There is no god but god himself
And we are waiting, all waiting
For his presence

No one can show you the way
E can but smile and say:
‘heaven is here in my heart’
‘love is sweet’

Cherish all. For all are one
Forgive the dreams that invoke
Strange experiences
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It leads to perfection

Know that I, and I alone,
Am god
Know that never will there be
A restless moment

Sand, sand, sand, sand
A red silk robe meanders
Swirls, laughs, watches silently
Her eyes...lust!

Encircling your mind
Like a bird of prey
She calls your name
‘You are mine,’ she caws.

The heart of eternity
Scorches my final thought
And I sink deeper, deeper
Into the golden sands of Eros

Never any shame
Never mention my name
I am not here
Love swept me away
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Only Time Will Tell
9 November 1995
A forerunner for ‘I Need to know’

Well I was never going anywhere
I wanted to, I wanted you
I was blind, so blind
To leave you behind

And now my world has broken down
Maybe I should try to make it up to you
I guess I never knew
Just how much I hurt you

Only time will tell – I did what I had to do
And if I blew it, I was young and never knew it

Only time will tell – am I still too immature
To understand how much I let you down?

I know you want to see me dance
Will you ever trust me again?
It takes two to tango babe
Please don’t turn your pretty head away
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I’ve been to hell, you say that’s where I belong
You can be so cold and cruel
You tell me that’s from all the years
Of heartache and bitter tears

Only time will tell – I did what I had to do
And if I blew it, I’m sorry, but I never knew it

Only time will tell – is it too late
To tell you that I love you?
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Life is Horrifying
1996
I know I should cross the road
But I don’t want to go
Just give me your hand
(Give me your protection)

Just tell me where the rain’s coming in
I don’t want to know
There’s nothing I can do about it

Life is horrifying enough
Without sharing it with you
Life is horrifying, yeah
But it’s nothing new

Can you help me please
I don’t know how to survive
Got no shelter from the storm
I don’t think I can make it
Through another night

Life is horrifying enough
Without sharing it with you
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Life is horrifying, yeah
But that’s just my point of view

Two Trains
1997
Two trains are leaving
I can’t decide
Whether to run or hide
Standing between platforms
In the Age of Madness
And compassion

Two trains are leaving
Side by side
But they may collide
Further along
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The Age of Darkness
It’s a sick assumption
(I know, yeah, I know)

Two trains are leaving
Off the rails
Of your long sharp nails

Two chains are leading
Me astray
One is for my aching heart
And the other’s for my long lost brain
The scratches on my skin are sacred

Two trains are leaving
Each one deceiving
And no one’s believing
That when we die we’ll all stop dreaming
That we’re all gonna die

The last train is leaving
Bitches bitches bitches bitches
The last train is leaving
The Bitch Express is breathing fire
Flaming with desire
Flaming with desire
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Moondog Mantra
May 1997
An intricate web the spider weaves,
Celestial wonders the moondog perceives.
Dismantle the spider's web and he spins it anew,
Blot out the stars and aliens restore the view!
Close the curtains and murder the dark,
Black Widow crawls by and she murders you!!
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Sitting Duck
1998
Another day goes by
I roll my eyes up to the sky
Born with wings, never to fly
Born to die, I don’t know why

This curse won’t leave me alone
This poison in me will not go
Spiders come and spiders go
But I am stuck here on my own
My feathers glisten in the Sun
Oh but if I could only see the barrel of a gun!

And I wonder, yes I wonder
Is the world beyond
Life the way of this one?
And I wonder, yes I wonder
I’m a sitting duck
I’m a sitting duck
Who gives a fuck?

Another day goes by
I roll my eyes up to the sky
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Born with wings, never to fly
Dragonflies die, so why can’t I?

She sailed so sweetly up above
My heart would soon be filled with love
And when her eyes met mine
How I did swoon and shine!
But when she flew away again
Inside me I could feel only pain

And I wonder, yes I wonder
As I watch reflections in the pond
And I wonder, yes I wonder
How else am I meant to respond?

And I wonder, yes I wonder
I’m a sitting duck
It’s crazy I know but I send her
Thoughts in the vain hope that she might one day show

Thoughts that she might show
Send me a note to let me know
That she will soon fly down low
Cause I don’t want to be alone
No, I don’t want to be alone
No more, I don’t want to be alone
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Fishnets
Mid-90s
ELL.ENn. I want to love you. I would love you if I could. But my heart belongs to
someone else. Yes, my heart belongs to someone else.

I am the wizard with the owl, the wizard in the woods. You are the Queen who
rules the land, you are the Queen who rules the heart.

IDO IDO. Now, this is not a word. However, if it were, it would probably mean
something like ‘peace, man.’ You know the story. Yes, you do. There comes a
time in a man’s life when struggle has to pay off and good times roll. He can’t go
on forever screaming down the hall. Someone, somewhere, has to hear his call.
Beauty must arrive on his door. Gold, myrrh and frankincense. Love. Joy. Peace
and success. A kiss from a goddess.
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90s Undated

.
Funky
A poem written for a cat
Oh I was dancing alone
Free and wild and craving oblivion
You came for some action
But you were nervous and shy
More than even I

Oh I was holding a crystal
Clear and strong
When you are so fickly
You gotta hold on
You know what I mean

Funky my friend
Thanky for being around

Oh I was sulking this evening
‘Cause it’s time to need a lover
You only got to see the flowers of Spring
To know we need each other
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Yeah I need a lover

And I was dancing all alone
When you came into my life
A snowdrop from hell
When you’s dancing all alone
It only takes a tiny spell

Funky young dude friend in my solitude
Don’t be anxious – you ain’t intruding
Sit and drink some milk, look around my pad
Come and go as you please, now that can’t be bad.

Change
Pleasure and pain follow each other
Like night and day keep moving over
Good and bad are foes if not lovers
Right and wrong dwell with one another
And if cooperation falls chaos rises
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Change is the Lord of the World

Pleasure and pain follow each other
Like night and day keep moving over
Good and bad are foes if not lovers
Right and wrong share the same mother
Work together, change the world...

Change is the Lady of the World

.
Tomorrow’s Dream
Bright glows the pearl so white
The wind blows the water flows the angels in flight
And heaven knows what we forget form time to time

As the flower opens unto the light
So we must grow from the illusion
That darkness remains

This reality I know to be
Tomorrow’s dream
Tomorrow’s dream
Another day is dawning
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Tomorrow’s dream
Tomorrow’s dream

.
The Lizard
They couldn’t think of anything really worth doing. So they divided the
atmosphere and stepped through. Matt sat on the rock next to his foot to recover
from the shock. It seemed so bright here. He had glimpsed his new surroundings
and shied away in horror. But it’s equally true that he felt dazed; dazzled and
dizzy. He had sensed the worst. Should he acknowledge the likelihood of his
remaining stuck in a lonely canyon for the rest of his days, he would surely
discover the meaning of torture. Hand over his eyes, elbow rested upon his knee.
It was dark, comfortingly dark. Oblivion’s reassurance.

Was Lana that lizard creeping along the sandy plane of a large boulder? Was she
somewhere in the distance calling to him, beckoning him to look for her. The Sun
certainly seemed to be saying “over here” with a paternal smile on its face. Was
she the reason for this mess? Was she the perspiration seeping through his brow?
Was she...dead? Did she come...or go...or...exist? Molly. He chuckled desperately.
She was yabbering to her sister Molly in the kitchen.

He was just about to delve into that region of consciousness we call ‘craziness.’ No
one really knows what it is. And yet that lizard seemed to know where it was
going.
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Artist unknown
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Love is the Key
I am incomplete
Without you by my side
Why must I roam the world alone?
My power and my truth
Are locked inside
For I am weary from the fight
To make it alone

Love is the key, love is the key to eternity
Winds sail free across the mysterious sea

Immortal friends they smile
And shine their rays of light
Golden sacraments guide their way
I wait for you and dream of life
Crippled by the strain
Dogs howling in the demonic night
Facing my fears alone

Athena’s owl observes me
Deadened by austerity
Groping for maturity
In shadowy obscurity
For I am weary of the night
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And living alone

Love is the key. Love is the key to clemency
Brush away these mists of uncertainty
Love, find and rescue me

.
You Had To Go
I wanna go back to those sunny skies
I wanna go back to those pretty eyes
I wanna live forever in paradise

I wanna see you sing and dance so free
I wanna see you smile so cheerfully
I wanna be the lucky man you love eternally

But I know, you had to go
I know, but I’m so alone
And there’s no one to tell me not to worry

There’s everything to look forward to in life
There’s a world out there, a place for me
And everyone, and people whom I love...so kiss me
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Kiss me with your dreamy mind
Kiss me with your thoughts of yesterday
Your memories of when the world was beautiful
For you and me

But I know, you had to go
I know, but I’m so alone
And there’s no one to tell me not to worry

.
Behold the Light We Shine
Who’s gonna hold you when you’re too scared to feel?
Who’s gonna cure you when he pain won’t heal?
Who’s gonna be there when the world goes wrong?
Who’s gonna tell you you’re the only one?

In my blood, in my soul, in this mind of mine
Can you touch me? Behold the light we shine

Who’s gonna meet you when you can’t be caught?
Who’s gonna teach you what you can’t be taught?
Who’s gonna beat you when you won’t be fought?
Who’s gonna buy you when you can’t be bought?
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In my blood, in my soul, in this mind of mine
Can you touch me? Behold the light we shine

Who’s gonna pray for you when you’re too young to kneel?
Who’s gonna fake it when it gets too real?
One more question answered in the fallen stars
Heard they found death on Mars

In my blood, in my soul, in this mind of mine
Can you touch me? Behold the light we shine

Pearls of Beauty
Her eyes are black pearls of beauty I have never seen
I’m floating, tormented by the memory
I loved her with my tender gaze
Caressed her eyes with mine
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I left her with a final glance of wonder

Her eyes are deep pools of magic and mystery
I’m drowning in wine that helps me
Forget the curse I have to face
Precious jewels I cannot keep

She set my soul to dance asunder

The end of the world creeps up behind me again
Peril steals my heart again
And I am lost never to return again
The tide has turned again

Beauty does not lie
I never want to hurt this deeply again
Her kiss alone can calm
The storm that she has stirred

Her eyes are black pearls of beauty I have never seen
I’m floating, tormented by the memory
I loved her with my tender gaze
Caressed her eyes with mine

I left her with a final glance of wonder
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Trickle down my spine
2003
speak your mind.
the sounds of your words will bring tears to the forlorn.
protect those who need your love.
it is yours to give.
share it with all.

the revolution will come.
life will seem tremendously nice.
we shall rise to great heights.
all patriots in the sense
of one golden eternal essence, the divine.

I am light.
we are all light.
who could believe that in their darkest hours?

some people say I am dark.
but what they are afraid of is 'every-day' to me.

I'm listenin' to Portishead on my headphones.
taking it easy on the shore.
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"strangers" and "it could be sweet" on the "dummy"
creep into my core.

"this love ain't fair.”

Love come trickle down my spine
Love my ways
For I am all that is mine

.
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I'm Ready
2003
over and over again. i hear the same old story.
the same old question: "why has it been like it's been?"
i want to know the answer to that question myself.

but, you know, i think i might have found the answer?
or certainly come close.

i'm 82 years old.
i was born in a miner's home.
lived there for eleven years.
then the war came.
my father was drafted.
my house was bombed down.

my ill health lingered and plagued me all my life.
and the job i had and the woman i married
were no good for me either.

the poets comforted me.
but deep down there was wisdom.
i could feel it in the deep dark pool of my soul.
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we're on course for a beautiful sunset.
look over here.
i want to show you this marvel.
a planet the size of a sheep's tit.
and coloured muddy magenta.
you may think i'm joking.
but i'm not.
i'm not you know.

we have to go there.
you know that don't you?

see, i'm a thousand personalities,
a thousand faces and realities.
and similarities.
i'm even a thousand polarities.
i'm mega together.

my future is getting to know you.
i can't call you the orange and white man.
they want to know your secret.
don't tell them.

it has been said that all your treasure will unfold.
your silver, your ruby, your diamond and gold.
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all within reason.
all in good time.
we don't want to hurt you.
we just want you to find the secret treasure inside yourself.

we are the wonders of the world.
human beings and spirits.
trees and the world between soul and the sun.

my heart's where it should be.
in liberty.
let no one destroy another's right to be free.

the powers of unique thought and purpose
are come to serve us this day.
they come in joy.
in a little jest.
but tickled by the fantasy of being somewhere you're not.

the entrancer is mercury, the mind.
a web spun so thick with threads full of lies and love.
and tricks to thrill the tiny thought.

so magical the spell we swallow like poison.
we blink.
we breathe.
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we see in a totally different world.

it's like: hey, here i am.
i really am!
this is me smiling in the sun.
this is me having some fun.
dreaming of being here.
dreaming of dreaming a dream of being here.

synchronisation is the key.
did you know that?
embrace your fears, your challenges.
triumph!
determine to be strong and not lose your way.

i am going to be a legend.
i am connected to the infinite sky.
i am rooted like a tree in the earth.
i am as vast as the world will let me be.
who am i?
the new humanity who is born of gaia.

- Anonymous.

.
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I=m Not
24 April 2007
MySpace blog.

i'm not getting things done, working on my shit or even having fun i'm not doing
what i want to do, i don't know who i fucking am so don't smirk behind the corner
of the wall, it's hardly very glam i'm not outside in the sun, i'm not singing into a
gun i'm neither chilling with the cat nor meditating on the mat (i gave the cat) i'm
not shouting at the mothers with their mega blasters nor dancing, running,
swimming, flying, fucking, smooching, waching a film, laughing with friends,
having therapy, reading, chanting (oh, i don't do that shit), or thinking clearly or
positively, or feeling what i'm feeling, i'm not in heaven, nor in hell (so you can't
say that i smell), but i'm not well, i know, i like to stare out the window i'd like to
see something i like, something juicy i'd like to bite do you want a bite of my
apple? sit on my lap, let me lure you into my appetite, oh no, what is it? i think i
sat on the cat and killed it, oh you shouldn't have done that, now the mice will
take over the world and all i wanted was a girl but i guess that was too much to
ask and now so i should be writing but i'm not, can't you see? i've go get up on
my feet and find my way to the sink so i can get washed and dressed and then
everything will be alright cuz i'll remember i am human after all, sigh, what a
relief, no, wait, what did you say? HUMAN?
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAGGGHHHHHHHHHH no, not that,
please, anything but that, i didn't mean to kill the cat! i'm not, i'm not, i'm not not
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not, i'm nothing, empty, dead i will rot cuz i am not, just not, doing anything and i
didn't kill the fucking cat ..............I'M JUST FUCKING AROUND OK?!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

.
Love=s lips could kiss like a snake=s hisssss
14 November 2007
After an American girl I was writing to vanished on me. MySpace blog.

(Where there is love there is madness
Love was where there is sadness)
Love weeps while angels sleep
Longing for release, my tears cease
When light returns to banish night
And love learns to let go of yearning
Dark thunder, lightning tears asunder
Grave after grave, the loved and the brave
Ghosts, let's hear a toast, for my new loneliness
(Let's make the most of what looks like death
Let's abandon all sorrows and drink to dreams)
Dreams like dragonflies, drown and rise
~That live for the moment, no time for goodbyes
~Have no time for truth and no time for lies
~Expect nothing, only to be cut down to size
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~Nothing but beauty viewed through your eyes
~Nothing but mystery and sudden demise
~Nothing but darkness, distantly wise
Yes darkness returns from love's horizon
(Cruel Night she took everything I had
Night loves...only to drive people mad)
Do I feel happy? Do I feel sad?
Here's what the angels said to me:
Que Sera, Sera
Whatever will be, will be
The future's not ours to see
Que Sera, Sera
What will be, will be
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Mmm Amen!
13 April 2008
mmm amen!

the men in their white petticoats
and daffy duck faces
do the shuffle, huh
do the shuffle, ahh

they wanna go t'heaven
and watch wacky races!
huh, huh, huh, huh

lily pad clouds and drinky winky skies
you are love, i can see it in your eyes

lookin so coy midst a field of cows
sittin on a stile drinkin through a straw!

thinkin up gossip she can spit at the nightmare
spiders crawl up her skirt but she don't care!

the men in their white petticoats
and daffy duck faces
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do the shuffle, huh
do the shuffle, ahh

they wanna go t'heaven
and watch wacky races!
huh, huh, huh, huh

daffy duck's doing the can-can
fishnets and maid sets he's in huge demand

he'th a, i say, he=th a real cool geezer
a mean, moody, spthittin, hardcore teaser!

singin':

the men in their white petticoats
and daffy duck faces
do the shuffle, huh
do the shuffle, ahh

they wanna go t'heaven
and watch wacky races!
huh, huh, huh, huh

he'th a, i say, he'th a real cool geezer
a mean, moody, spthittin, hardcore teaser!
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he'th a, i say, he'th a real cool geezer
a mean, moody, spthittin, hardcore teaser!

Married to the Machine
2008
Forwards into progress
And find solutions to this mess
Holding hands with Mother Nature
A bridge across the blue-green river

Dancing in the notion
Of civilisation
Would you be so kind
As to striptease in my mind?
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I=m married to the Machine
Emitting CO2s
I know it sounds obscene
I know which one I=d choose

I think if I had wings I=d learn to fly
And spend more time up in the sky
Look at the world from up above
And send my droppings down with love

I=m married to the Machine
Emitting CO2s
I know it sounds obscene
I know which one I=d choose

I=m just too sensitive for this world
I=m so sincere, so insecure
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When the Sun is Shining
June 2009
I am manifesting
The life for me
The place to be
Sunshine and sea
Jellyfish free!

I am manifesting
A place of love
Where hearts are free
Beautiful energy
Healing humanity

I am manifesting
Weather like this
A lover=s kiss
As we lie on the beach
When the Sun is shining
When the Sun is shining

I am manifesting
A balanced life
Rest and play, people to love
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People like me who love to be free
Who respond without fear or hostility

I am manifesting
Money that flows
Money that grows!
That meets my needs
And feeds my dreams

I am manifesting
Weather like this
Eternal bliss
For one and each
Ah when the Sun is shining!
When the Sun is shining!

.
2010
Comment to a friend on Facebook.

The stars are sequins
The shooters are pins
Moonlit mannequins
Lilt sideways and the danse macabre begins
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round and round and round we go, up and down, to and fro in our minds, seek
and find, wined and dined...oops i've left the girl behind! having a fit, the ring
doesn't fit, here i sit...oops i've dropped it! here she comes, i'm all fingers and
thumbs, temper tantrum...'you're so dumb'...um...yum...hum.....♥

The Puddle
2011
Comment to a friend on Facebook.

It's a lovely feeling
Standing on the ceiling
Your tears float up past your hair
And fly up into the air
Like me when I'm high
...And sing a lullaby
And ask: do you like my alibi?
And you ask who pissed on the floor
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Free Spirits
My poem dedicated to Michael Jackson and Tupac Shakur, written on 18 May
2011.

It’s not a question of win or lose
They fought for their lives, to be one and true
In the court and on the street
Where corporations chew their meat
They fought for you and me
Two halves of a circle meet
They stood their ground, on their own two feet
They gave the world hope taking on the Elite

These Indigo warriors
Held the torch of colours
High enough for all to see
Just who it is that lie and cheat?
They each withstood the heat
They understood they were beat
Honest and strong, sensitive and sweet
They gave the world hope taking on the Elite

.
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I’m in Yorkshire!
2012
A poem I wrote on Hebden Bridge station having been stoned and got there early
after the party at Callis on 28 April 2012.

I’m in Yorkshire!
Can you believe it?
Beauty all around me
Silence surrounds me
Waterfalls astound me
And friendship abounds

I’m in Yorkshire!
Isn’t it breathtaking?
Hidden wonders inside me
Bursting to gleam
Make my life more than a dream
So I can live more powerfully

I’m in Yorkshire!
Walking like an acolyte
Along the canal at night
I tell you it’s a sight
The scenery has such height
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You need only switch on your inner light

I love you my darlings
We are on a ley line
We must be or why are we here?
Artists moving beyond fear
All we do is with love so sincere
Love will never disappear
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2013
You ‘re never alone you silly silly girl
If you look very close
You’ll see a whole other world
From your head down to your toes
For every strand there’s a tiny little curl

2013
I gave you roses freshly nicked
You turned me into a drug addict
Inner forces that cannot be named
Wild horses that cannot be tamed
I’m crazy bits of paper flying around
I’m waiting for you to calm down
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2015
There once was a girl named Trixie
Who loved sucking small dicks, see?
She said, ’Size DOES matter
The smaller the better’
For that’s how she got her kicks free
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